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CGs
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– Rapid Results Initiative
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Prof. Swazuri A. Muhammad, Chair of the National Land Commission receives a
delegation of Kenyan women who participated in the Women to Kilimanjaro
campaign after their climb to the peak of Mt.Kilimanjaro in Tanzania.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.2. The process of generating the framework

1.1.
Background
1.1. Background
The Rural Women’s Land Rights Charter of Kenya is a bold expression of the concerns/ issues and
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i. The process of developing this framework stems from the proclamation of the Rural Women’s
Land Rights Charter by women and its adoption by the Cabinet Secretary and the Chair of
National Land Commission
ii. A side meeting was convened by Ministry of Land & Physical Planning, National Land
Commission and Civil Societies in Arusha Kilimanjaro that saw the need for actors present to
work collectively towards this cause
iii. Series of meetings for the Post Kilimanjaro Forum on Women Land Rights were convened by
ActionAid to discuss on the best approach to advance the implementation of the charter
iv. Extensive literature review on policies and laws on women and land including review of
international instruments such as the Sustainable Development Goals was done
v. Civil societies convened awareness sessions for women on land laws and policies in order to
participate effectively in informing the priority setting and key actions necessary for realization
of the aspirations of the charter
vi. A revisit of the aspirations of both the Kenya Rural Women’s land Rights Charter and the
Africa Women Land Rights Charter as proclaimed and adopted by policy makers in Kenya and
in Arusha meeting
vii. The process also borrowed judiciously from a meeting of women living in rural areas that
convened in Mombasa in December 2017 to discuss more on issues they considered critical in
land sector and what they were keen to track
viii.Drawing on an introspection by women living in rural areas on the charter, the broad and
specific demands of the charter, the realities of how change is happening on the ground,
women identified seven issues that ought to be responded to by any framework meant to
promote women’s right to land in the country, notably
a.
Unstructured and uncoordinated civic education on women land rights resulting in
inadequate knowledge among women on their land rights and how to pursue them.
b.
Inhibitive cultural, religious and traditional beliefs and practices that lead to discrimi
nation and inequalities in land ownership and control that disfavors women.
c.
Lack of data on women’s status on land access, use, control and ownership of land
(gender sensitive M & E tools)
d.
Inaccessible Land administrative services for women.
e.
Inaccessible formal and informal justice systems.
f.
Low level and less meaningful participation of women in institutions responsible for
land matters and spaces on decision making on land.
g.
Lack of adherence to progressive policies and procedures. The priority setting by
women has been useful in identifying the thrusts for this framework
ix. A review of/ sharing of internal frameworks in place by key agencies (Ministry of lands and
Physical planning, National Land Commission, FAO and CSOs to advance women’s right to
land was also done
x. In order to consolidate the perspectives from above process, a three-day multi-stakeholder
workshop drawing 30 participants from the Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning, National
Land Commission, UN FAO Kenya , Civil Society and Rural Women who developed the first draft
of this framework
xi. A select team of 10 drawn from the participants above was tasked with the responsibility of
reviewing of the raw draft and producing the first and subsequent drafts of the framework
xii. Key leaders from respective institutions were provided with space to review the draft before
sign off for the launch
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The Rural Women’s Land Rights Charter
had 10 broad demands as broken down by
41 specific demands. Below are the broad
demands as extracted from the charter
Our Demands/Asks
1.

2.

•

Promoting women’s effective par		
ticipation on land governance units
form local level
We demand Policy and Legal Re		
forms that are relevant to realization
of women land rights

3.

We demand for the engendering of
land administration and Governance

4.

We demand for the strengthening
of women access and ownership of
land and common property resources

5.

We demand for the regulation of
large scale land acquisition/ grabs
that affect women

6.

We demand access to justice (formal
and informal) for women land rights

7.

We demand for Social inclusion for
women with disability and HIV/AIDS on
land

8.

We demand increased public invest
ment in livelihood security that does
not endanger Women’s Land rights

9.

We demand the protection of land
rights activists advancing women land
rights

10. We demand accountability in the de
livery of the demands as captured in
this charter

1.3.	Goals and Broad Results

Key among the recommendations of the
African Women Land Rights Charter as
proclaimed in Arusha, October 2016 are:

This framework has its overall goal whose realization is premised around 5 broad results that respond
to issues related to land as captured in the charter.

Review, harmonize, and update 		
land laws to reflect women’s rights on
land while ensuring customary laws
are consistent with constitutional and
statutory safeguards for women’s land
rights.

•

Engage governments in the Kilimanja
ro Initiative for them to support wom
en’s land rights.

•

Joint and equal ownership of land
through joint land title deeds.

•

Mobilize and build women’s move
ments in support of women’s land
rights (the Kilimanjaro Initiative) – pop
ularize the demands and solutions.

•

Educate and mobilize custodians
of culture to become champions of
women’s land rights promoting wom
en participation in customary land
governance structures.

•

Create an African network of wom
en’s rights defenders and recognize
and facilitate the work of women’s
rights defenders.

•

Implement the AU’s recommendation
that requires states to allocate at least
30% of land to women.

Overall Goal: Women accessing, using, owning and controlling the land resource.
Broad results:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Accessible administrative and justice systems on land for women.
Women concerns,voices, and interests reflected in decisions on land.
Enhanced access to information on the status on women’s land rights.
Eradication of discrimination and inequalities for women in access and control over land.
Well-coordinated multi-stakeholder platforms advancing women’s land rights

Sustainable Development Goals has specific and relevant indicators, notably:
•
•
•
•

Indicator 5.a.1 (a) proportion of total agricultural population with ownership or secure rights
over agricultural land, by sex; and
Indicator 5.a.1 (b) share of women among owners or rights-bearers of agricultural land, by
type of tenure.
Indicator 5.a.2 proportion of countries where the legal framework (including customary 		
law) guarantees women’s equal rights to land ownership and/or control.
Indicator 1.4.2 Proportion of total adult population with secure tenure rights to land, with
legally recognized documentation and who perceive their rights to land as secure, by sex
and by type of tenure
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2. KEY RESULTS AND ACTIONS (IMPLEMENTATION PLAN)
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3: MONITORING AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
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4. COORDINATION MECHANISMS
This framework does not in any way take away the individual mandates of different agencies and
organizations; they are free to pursue those mandates distinctively. Indeed, what this framework
anticipates is catalyzed results through multi-stakeholder action and synergy. Individual agencies/
actors shall continue to pursue implementation as provided by their mandates but with the platform providing for better coordination and impact for actions with greater and shared responsibility
areas. In addition, agencies will take broad and strategic roles in leadership of action areas as assigned under this framework for better results at the national level.

4. COORDINATION MECHANISMS

The coordination leadership for the national multi-stakeholder platform is vested on ActionAid International Kenya as the lead with the National Land Commission as co- lead. These two agencies
shall support strengthened mobilization and sustained commitment of all relevant civil and Government agencies to the cause. The coordination envisaged here serves 3 broad roles:1. Ensuring regular meetings among actors to review, monitor progress and develop annual,
semiannual plans as may be necessary
2. Supporting in coordinating high level impact actions whose leadership could be by other
members of the multi-stakeholder platform
3. Sustaining high level political commitment to land reform agenda in favor of women
County level leadership and coordination shall be decided at county level based on institu
tional strengths and competence. Additional convening is necessary to firm up on
frequency of meetings and strengthening outputs from these meetings.
Current members of the multi-stakeholder platform on Women's Land Rights are

Ministry of Land and
Physical Planning

Ministry of Land and
Physical Planning
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